SAC Schedules
Special Election
For May 13, 14

A special ABS election is schedul- ed for May 13 and 14 for the electing on newly proposed constitutional amendments according to SAC action Tuesday evening.

The proposal, passed earlier this term by a com-mitted of the Student Government Commission, is designed to replace ICC and IIC along with their representation by completing the division councils and using their representatives. This passed would also replace ICC and IIC representatives on the SAC with representatives from the six division councils themselves. The main point of view was on the idea that representatives would be elected by SAC.

The ballot will also include a proposed amendment concerning an addition to the by-laws of several standing committees which are presently functioning.

Other business transacted included selecting Poly Plexi de-mestic dogs for the week. The dogs will run from May 13 to 27 with an automobile worth $200 going to the winning ticket holder. Tickets will sell for 50 cents or 1 for a dollar.

Constitutions were approved for Colonial House and Guardians, two off-campus living groups.

Automatic Cow Joins Dalrymen

"Milk, the most perfect of all foods," the advertisement says, "with the ideal flavor and cus-tody, Dalrymple and Manufactured Club, Inc., will be buying a new machine to make the new milk vending ma-chine." The "automatic cow" was in-vented by the Dalrymple and Manufactured Club, Inc., and is designed to be the first of its kind. The machine is designed to sell milk directly to students who will be able to select their desired amount from a panel of buttons. The machine will also be able to deliver milk to dormitories and other locations on campus.

The machine is located just outside of the campus store, on the way to Bob Taylor’s office downtown. It is equipped with a 24-hour service for students, who will be able to collect their milk at any time. When the machine is first installed, the students will be required to pay a small fee to cover the initial costs. The fee will be reduced after a certain number of students have used the machine.

Half Day of Classes Thursday

Classes will be suspended Thursday, April 18, at 1 P.M. However, students will be expected to report to their respective departments according to their schedules. As a general rule, students will be expected to return to their dormitories by 6 P.M. for the remainder of the day.

Write-In Wins for First Time in History

For the first time in the history of Student Body elections a write-in candidate has won the office of President. The candidate, Bob Taylor, received 48 votes, which is 46 votes more than he needed to win on the first ballot. The total was 945.

Taking the secretarial post is Dick Robken, who was given 187 votes although his competitor, Mike Mine Milk... the act presently functioning.

A public address system is planned for the Poly Royal, which will be guest of honor at the Poly Royal. This system will be installed as a requirement of all departments and will be used to broadcast announcements and music throughout the campus.

Simpson To Be Honored Guest
At Poly Royal

Dr. Roy E. Simpson, State Superintendent of Public Instruction, will be the guest of honor at Cal Poly’s 41st annual Poly Royal, April 15-16, according to General Superintendent Jim Troxel.

Dr. Simpson will be welcomed to the campus during Poly Royal opening day, Saturday, held in President Hendrickson’s office. The ceremony will be accompanied by an address by Dr. Simpson, which will be broadcast through the Poly Royal radio network.

Troxel will introduce the queen and principal of the queen’s pageant. Student Body President Charles Cummings will present Dr. Simpson with a certificate of appreciation in the student body. The ceremony will take place in the auditorium, which will be filled to capacity.

Calendrier of events for Dr. Simpson includes a tour of the campus and a visit to other Poly Royal events. The visit will also include a tour of the campus and a visit to other Poly Royal events.

Dr. Simpson will be the guest of honor and speaker at a jointly sponsored Poly Royal banquet on April 16, which will be held at the Poly Royal. The banquet will feature a special guest speaker and will include a variety of entertainment for the guests.

Please note that the date of this event is April 16, which is not the same as the date mentioned in the previous document. The correct date is April 15-16.

Plays Music Underwater...

A new underwater electronic paging system to aid in swimming instruction and synchronized swimming смож g to be demonstrated and put into operation by Norman L. Lawrence of Los Angeles, and John R. Ross of Electronic Engineers, Inc., at Poly Royal.

"The Electronspona is like a from a swimming pool," explains B. Simpson. "It produces a regulated audio underwater that is variable in volume, pitch, volume, and duration."

The Electronspona, in conjunction with a special turntable, can also produce music both in and out of the water simultaneously with separate volume control.

A public address system is incor-porated in the unit, so that instruction can be given to swimmers underwater.

Underwater Drum Completed
By Electronic Engineers

A new underwater electronic paging system to aid in swimming instruction and synchronized swimming смож g to be demonstrated and put into operation by Norman L. Lawrence of Los Angeles, and John R. Ross of Electronic Engineers, Inc., at Poly Royal.

"The Electronspona is like a from a swimming pool," explains B. Simpson. "It produces a regulated audio underwater that is variable in volume, pitch, volume, and duration."

The Electronspona, in conjunction with a special turntable, can also produce music both in and out of the water simultaneously with separate volume control.

A public address system is incor-porated in the unit, so that instruction can be given to swimmers underwater.

"We are going to see the un

next year in our swimming classes," says B. Simpson, swimming coach. "One of the problems in swimming is achieving nervous rhythmic of the arms and legs and I feel that the Electronspona will enable us to achieve a synchronized technique." The system was built as a senior project, a requirement of all departments in the engineering, arts, and scientific and agricultural divisions.

Dawila and Ross hope to sell their Electronspons on the market after they graduate and with the Electronspona we will easily be able to achieve a synchronized technique. The Electronspona was built as a senior project, a requirement of all departments in the engineering, arts, and scientific and agricultural divisions.

Dawila and Ross hope to put their Electronspons on the market after they graduate and with the Electronspona we will easily be able to achieve a synchronized technique. The Electronspona was built as a senior project, a requirement of all departments in the engineering, arts, and scientific and agricultural divisions.
**Poly Nine Travels For Four Contests**

Playing the second half of a four-game Southland Junket, Coach Bill Hicks' Poly Niners take on Long Beach State.

The Niners conclude the tour with a conference doubleheader tomorrow against San Jose State.

**Local Swimmers To Battle Sparta For Davis Crown**

Fresh from a stunning 58-47 victory over Whittier, Coach Bill Anderson's Mustangs are looking to emerge victorious in the long and grueling meet today against Southland College.

**Mustangs Host Saturday Track Meet**

One of the biggest events of the year for Coach Bill Anderson's Poly Mustangs takes place tomorrow afternoon on the Mustang oval.

Two meets will be on the agenda.

**Golfers Vie For CCAA Title Against Fresnoans**

If the Mustang golfers are to have a chance to claim the NCAA title, they must overcome the powerful Fresno State at Morro Bay.

California has qualified for the National College Basketball Championship just two months ago, but the nation is searching for a team to emerge victorious in the meet.

**El Mustang**

Friday, April 10, 1958

The Mustangs, who finished on the bottom of the heap, will be aiming higher up the six-team ladder—behind defending champ Fresno State, San Diego State, and Santa Barbara.

One of the biggest events of the year for Coach Jim Jensen's Poly Mustangs takes place tomorrow afternoon on the Mustang oval.

Two meets will be on the agenda.

**Cal POLY Students**

**Typewriter Troubles**

Special Courtesy To The Students... W e C A S H

Your Checks

1013 Morro Street

**Columbia Piese**

Special Value Award Selection

*郄$ 2.50 weekly

**CLARENCE BROWN**

San Luis Obispo Leading Credit Jewelers

**Open foursomes**

**1958 OPEN**
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Attention Steinbeck!

Dear Editor,

No "muckraking two-bit words and ill intentions at bottom," just a word to "Wishing Myself Luck". Last quarter, as part of the course material for a class I had the chance to read Laurence Hamsun and much of the eighteenth century sentimentality. Their artificiality and barbarism fascinated me. How, I asked myself, would such men write today? The letters I read were generally so unexpressive that they seemed to have forgotten that they were written by human beings. They were unduly polite to the human body and the concept of the human body. It seems to me that the burning image of a man who had known the things that Steinbeck was talking about would be a great service to the author who wants to know how to judge their effectiveness as humor.

"Steinbeck," when it comes to Steinbeck, is officially registered under the copyright laws of the U.S. in a form of a piece of prose -"does a great deal to the author who wants to know how to judge their effectiveness as humor. The real John Steinbeck, robust in body and, I think, important in spirit, was once told by an aspiring writer, 'You should be more... more express... more like the man you are.'

As you parenthetically put it, "I'm no friend of your black and white." Just a parenthetical note, that the show may not be as bad as "Hitchcock..." make me aware of the fact that he himself was a great writer. At the same time, that he was a great writer... in his way..." is a great advantage to the author who wants to know how to judge their effectiveness as humor. The real John Steinbeck, robust in body and, I think, important in spirit, was once told by an aspiring writer, 'You should be more... more express... more like the man you are.'

Will Penna
Bongos, Rabbits, Tiny Tots Featured in Child Care Lab

by Jeanette L. Bradley

Troxal, Aiki Policing

K in Bulletin Boards

Redlands, 20.25, AT 1011 Tum. St. Sue Obsipa

WHO

wears the pants in the family?

Baby is best all right, and certainly keeps you hopping. That's why smart mothers use Diaper Service to save time and energy—time you can spend with the children plus two visits to the store, saving money and with every announcement goes out the last set for week ends and the world. We Do. While this isn't happening to me, I do "Boy the boys!"

Retired Teachers

Set Up $500 Loan Fund for Seniors

A $600 loan fund for senior citizens has been established available at Cal Poly by the California Retired Teachers Association. Known as the Senior Loan Fund, the money is to be made available to deserving senior citizens who are students at the colleges who are eligible for the loan.

Tarasoff Policing

Of Bulletin Boards

Jim Tarasoff, Poly Royal General Superintendent, says that all organizations having bulletin boards in the basement of the Administration Building should "dress them up" for Poly Royal.

"I feel that they should clean them up all together," Tarasoff said. "They should be brought up to date and have a neat appearance.

"There will be quite a number of people coming through the Administration Building and many bulletin boards should have a bad impression.

MANY PEOPLE are getting married in June. Most of them are men and women, but a few are very happy with marriages. They are told to choose a season of joy by their friends. I am told that marriage is an important event. However, I think it is possible that my family always tells me that I should try marriages. I am afraid of seeing things to come your way.

Bongos are heard. "My wife is very lively. She is in my grandmother's class for reading aloud through the years. When I graduate,

BONGOS and rabbits all the way. The best is, he is a no. It led him smoothly, though he has a one-track mind since his marriage. Joe was reading his paper in the best room. He was about to turn to the next piece. He was asked about the one-piece. He said it was a failure. He turned his hearing aid to the window and started mumbling.

I am in a theatre. I have to tell you about my life. "Bongos". I read the wrong end. She couldn't hear him. Her voice barked through the room.

"Why are you here?"

"Of course, my friends tell me that there are just the small sounds that move in the world and harmonize music. Music is vital for me. They do not believe I don't believe they even understand it.

"I don't want to discourage music lovers, however, I think that all love should be harmonized. However, music should not be dominated; hold my girl. "Remember, you are not the only fish in the sea."

"I know," she said, "and your are not the only talker."

WHATEVER happens, bongos will be bongos and mar­riages will be marriages. It's the married ones who keep some bongos from being bongos, but most of these lovers were lovers to begin with.

Well, Joe is just around the corner, and with every announce­ment goes out the last set for the end and the world. We Do.

While this isn't happening to me, I do "Boy the boys!"

Air Conditioning—temperatures made to order—silent air-conditioning. Get a demonstration!

BONGOS are being heard. "My wife is very lively. She is in my grandmother's class for reading aloud through the years. When I graduate,

BONGOS and rabbits all the way. The best is, he is a no. It led him smoothly, though he has a one-track mind since his marriage. Joe was reading his paper in the best room. He was about to turn to the next piece. He was asked about the one-piece. He said it was a failure. He turned his hearing aid to the window and started mumbling.

I am in a theatre. I have to tell you about my life. "Bongos". I read the wrong end. She couldn't hear him. Her voice barked through the room.

"Why are you here?"

"Of course, my friends tell me that there are just the small sounds that move in the world and harmonize music. Music is vital for me. They do not believe I don't believe they even understand it.

"I don't want to discourage music lovers, however, I think that all love should be harmonized. However, music should not be dominated; hold my girl. "Remember, you are not the only fish in the sea."

"I know," she said, "and your are not the only talker."

WHATEVER happens, bongos will be bongos and mar­riages will be marriages. It's the married ones who keep some bongos from being bongos, but most of these lovers were lovers to begin with.

Well, Joe is just around the corner, and with every announce­ment goes out the last set for the end and the world. We Do.

While this isn't happening to me, I do "Boy the boys!"
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